
00137031 "Extreme Protect" Mobile Phone Case for Samsung Galaxy A35 5G, transparent

Cover

Highlightstext:

- Unique mobile phone protection for the Samsung Galaxy A35 5G: D3O-licensed mobile phone case is the bodyguard for your
smartphone with impact protection, drop protection and scratch protection
- High-end cover with D3O licence: this bumper case guarantees shatterproof and shockproof drop protection - durable mobile phone
protection in all situations
- Scratch-resistant with 4H hardness rating: tough, strong surface finish protects against scratches and abrasions from anything in your
trouser pocket, handbag or jacket pocket
- Transparent mobile phone case without yellowing: many years of enjoyment from your case as the special material composition prevents
yellow discolouration
- Simply lay it down carefree: the raised edges of the phone case provide protection for the protruding camera lenses without
compromising the quality of the photos
- Additional protection for the mobile phone display: The mobile phone cover has a raised edge all around - so the touchscreen is better
protected
- Tailor-made mobile phone case: protects what needs to be protected and leaves free what should remain free, e.g. loudspeaker and
charging socket
- A clean sweep: The mobile phone cover also covers the side buttons - this protects against dust and enables a perfect pressure point
- Bumper with grip: with the anti-slip material and the ribbing on the sides, you always have a secure grip on the mobile phone case
- Shock-resistant corners thanks to material reinforcement for even more safety in the event of bumps and falls
- The highlight: the mobile phone with the cover lies flat on the table etc. with the small feet on the corners, creating a straight surface with
the camera protection so the mobile phone does not wobble
- Flexibility: easy to attach to your smartphone

- Colour: Transparent
- Design or Motive: No Design/Motif
- Line: Extreme Protect
- Shade of colour: Transparent
- Material: D3O, Polycarbonate (PC)
- Special Feature: Anti yellowing/D3O Technology/Scratch protection
- For End Device Brand: Samsung
- Smartphone: Samsung Galaxy A35 5G
- Suitable for: Smartphone

Technical characteristics:

- 1 "Extreme Protect" mobile phone case

Delivery:

 4    047443    522443
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